Questions from the Community to Santos to be presented at the September 2019 NGPCCC
Question 1
1a. Does the NGPCCC have a suggested turnaround time that guides when questions asked must be
answered?
1b. Why is it taking so long for Santos to answer questions that were put to it by community representative to
the CCC Tony Pickard in some instances 6 months ago?
I note a rather lengthy response by Santos in the “PEL238_Supporting_information_for_Revised_REF.pdf” to a
submitter that referenced “Response”. May I respectfully suggest that Santos put the same amount of energy
into responding to important community questions in a timely manner?
Question 2
2a. When will Santos be required to perform workover functions on the existing wells?
2b. No workovers have been performed since 2015. Can Santos explain what workovers achieve and what the
average industry frequency is on each well for these operations?
Question 3
3a. Can Santos NSW detail their Weed & Seed procedures that ensure their vehicles are free of weed seed?
3b. How often are these inspections conducted? Who completes the work?
Question 4
4a. Can Santos detail how they prepare for significant rainfall events?
In April 2019 the Pilliga forest was subject to a significant rain event that caused material (mulch, ballast) to
leave Santos fenced lease areas and enter the forest. Berms did not work as they should in controlling this run
off.
4b. Have the areas been cleaned up?
Locations where material leaving site was witnessed to occur.
1. Bohena 6: GPS Location: 30°32’12.52”S 149°37’16.02”E
2. Bohena 5: GPS Location: 30°32’12.22”S 149°36’0.46”E
3. Bohena 3: GPS Location: 30°32’44.28”S 149°36’38.24”E
4. Bibblewindi West wells:
General GPS Location: 30°37’27.89”S 149°36’21.80”E (All well pads visited in this series of wells had run off issues. Bunding
where installed appearing to have failed in mitigating run off (BW24).
5. Bibblewindi East wells:
BW12: GPS Location: 30°39'57.66"S 149°38'56.96"E (Bunding/mulch/woodchip issue)
6. BW13: GPS Location: 30°39'46.85"S 149°39'5.26"E (mulch/woodchip issue)
7. BW19: GPS Location: 30°39'37.60"S 149°38'49.95"E (run off into gully)
8. BW21H: GPS Location: 30°39'17.95"S 149°39'7.69"E (run off down road)
9. BW29: GPS Location: 30°40'34.33"S 149°39'15.78"E (mulch/woodchip issue)
10. BW16: GPS Location: 30°40'3.16"S 149°39'30.14"E (mulch/woodchip issue)
11. BW18H: GPS Location: 30°39'47.60"S 149°38'41.26"E (mulch/woodchip issue)
12. Pipeline joining Bibblewindi East to compressor (Self Camp Rd)
GPS Location: 30°39'30.79"S 149°38'50.15"E (bunding/run off mitigation failure/mulch/woodchip issue)

Above: Bohena 6 – mulch has flowed across and off the site leaving the interior of the site bare

Figure 1 BW 22 mulch leaving lease area

Above: Bibblewindi 24 – coir log is failing to mitigate erosion and flow of material across the site

Above: Bibblewindi 12 – coir log is failing to mitigate erosion and flow of material across the site

Above: Bohena 3 – Example of material outside of enclosure, the seedling has died but the wire, plastic & bamboo remain

Above: Bohena 3 – abandoned material inside of enclosure

Question 5
5a. Can Santos give a comprehensive definition of “Appraisal Gas”?
5b. This is a term that Santos has been using in regards to their MOU with Perdaman and not one that the
community is familiar with. How is it different from Beneficial Use and Exploration gas?

Question 6
Some time ago, in August 2017, a community member attended Agquip and spoke with Annie Moody
regarding the issue of NORMs. Annie took notes and promised to reply by email with answers to the questions
as she could not answer them herself. An email address was given to Annie and despite the community
member twice following up via email with Annie Moody, the answers have still not been received.
6a. Is it common practice for Santos to ignore emails and community requests for information?
6b. When can the community member expect the answers?
Question 7
In 2010 the then regulator informed the then PEL238 operator that a number of ponds and pads were
allowing rain/storm water to traverse the well sites and enter the surrounding areas of forest and private
lands and that suitable measures must be taken to eliminate the problem. The Operator did some work to
please the then Regulator.
The Dewhurst North (Dewhurst 22-25 including Dewhurst 6) gas field also had a problem with run-off
rainwater entering and leaving the well pads, so much so that the Regulator required that Bunds on the high
and low sides of all well pads were made a requirement. These were constructed as per the Regulators
instructions.
Concerns centre around the very real possibility of pollution of the surrounding Forest and private lands with
salts from any spilt produced water and other material from the partial and full rehabilitation being carried
out, the carry-over of fertilizers and other none natural material, such as treated wood chips as found at all
the Rehabilitation, into the Forest and Private lands which may cause an acceleration or deceleration of
natural growth of the surrounding natural Pilliga Forest vegetation.
7a. Are these Bunds still able to perform the function for which they were intended?
Question 8
8a. With the recorded earth tremor of 2.4 last year between Baradine and Gwabegar what sort or what
magnitude of an earth tremor their wells can sustain without some sort of damage being done to either the
steel casing, or the outer cement seal in the case of both operational well and those that have been plugged
and abandoned?
Could the answer include the degree of tolerated deflection of both the steel casing and external cement seal
before damage to eithers function is experienced.
8b. How are the gas well steel casing sections joined and are these joins leak tested prior to being lowered
into the ground?
Question 9
As far as I understand the Community Benefit Fund is a Santos inspired item and is not compulsory nor is it a
condition of project consent (correct me if I am wrong).
However, I and many others are curious about the new name “Gas Community Benefit Fund”.
The fund was first called the ‘Regional Community Benefit Fund’ with an expected windfall from Royalties and
government contributions in excess of $300 million.
Next came the ‘Community Benefit Fund’ with a much less windfall amount.
Now we have a new name ‘Gas Community Benefit Fund’ with an expected windfall amount of around $ 120
million.

9a. Will Santos explain and give reasons as to why there have been these name changes over the years,
especially the last name?
9b. Will neighbouring Shires be able to access this Benefit Fund?
9c. Has Santos consulted with the neighbouring Shires concerning how this newly renamed Benefit Fund may
benefit them in the future should those Shires host CSG operations?
Narrabri Shire Council has produced a Report, which was handed out and discussed at the July 2019 NGPCCC
meeting, and later that month at the Monthly Council meeting. In that Report Narrabri Shire Council is
proposing that they are the best body to administer the newly renamed ‘Community Benefit Fund’ to the ‘Gas
Community Benefit Fund’.
I have been asked to ask the following questions.
9d.a. Does Santos support the idea put forward by the Narrabri Shire Council and reinforced by a blog by
Council on their FaceBook page, the Narrabri Shire Council is the best body to administer the newly renamed
Gas Community Benefit Fund?
If so, will Santos give reasons?
9d.b. Should the Narrabri Gas Project be approved; How long after that approval will the newly named ‘Gas
Community Benefit Fund’ start receiving the stated monies based on the Royalties payable and will this
amount be suitable to distribute or use?
9d.c. As Santos has a position on the Administration Board, both under the existing guidelines as proposed by
Narrabri Shire Council;
9d.c.i. What are the types of projects would Santos like to see the newly named ‘Gas community Benefit
Funds’ monies spent on?
9d.c.ii. And, will these projects, to the best of Santos’ intentions, benefit the whole of the population and
towns that are located within the Narrabri Shire, and not just a few?
9d.c.iii. Would Santos consider the ‘Gas Community Benefit Fund’ monies being spent on developing such
developments as infrastructure to the Narrabri Inland Rail Hub or on areas within the Inland Rail Hub itself?

Question 10

I have attached the above because it clearly shows some requirements for Community Consolation.
10a. Has Santos provided the Annual reports regarding the Narrabri Gas Project CCC (NGPCCC)? And if so
where can a copy of these Reports be found or will Santos supply the NGPCCC with full copies of all the past
Reports?
Question 11
In the Tintsfield Water Management Facility – Pond upgrade REF – Rev 2, dated August 2019 there is a Report
by the EPA mentioned that has a time limit for implementation by Santos, of December 2019.
As this REF was made publically available and comments from the Community were accepted, now closed,
will:
11.a. Santos make publically available that EPA Report?
This request is being made in the interest of openness, social responsibility and keeping the Community
informed as to the activities associated with the Gas industry in the Narrabri area.
Question 12
The following question is taken directly from the “WEP – Follow-up questions for Santos” document that was
up on the old Major projects web site along with another, both of which have been removed from the site and
not put back up on the Planning Portal site.
These follow-up questions (8 in total) were not answered in the Supplementary Response to Submissions.
12.a. Will Santos provide a publically available response to the Water Expert Panel follow-up questions?
(a jpg. of page one is provided below).

The other document removed is one by Arriscar engineering Solutions and makes comments with regard to
the Risks Assessments and Risks associated with the Narrabri Gas Project.
12.b. Will Santos answer the comments made in the 12 page Arriscar Report? And will these answers be made
available to the public via the Planning Portal site?
(a jpg. of page one is provided below).

Mr A J Pickard
Delegate to the NGPCCC for People for the Plains and the wider concerned Community.
5th September 2019

